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Public Call to Artists 

Victoria Circle Roundabout, Fredericton, New Brunswick 

Submission Deadline March 22, 2019 

 

Public Art Opportunity 

The City of Fredericton invites expressions of interest from artists or artist teams to 

design and create site specific public art for the centre of a new traffic circle 

roundabout to be constructed in 2019 at the intersection of Woodstock Road, Ste. 

Anne Boulevard, and Smythe, Brunswick, and King Streets in the west end of 

downtown Fredericton, New Brunswick. 

 

The centre of the traffic circle where the art will be located is 28-metres in 

diameter. The actual foot print of working space for public art will be confined to 

the left (west) side of the circle indicated by the red line (see diagram). 

 

The traffic circle is expected to be constructed in 2019 and the public art piece to 

be installed by July 2020. 

 

Features of the Site 

Noteworthy features of this area include: 

- Victoria Health Centre which served as the Victoria Public Hospital (1887-1940). 

- William L. Barrett Water Treatment Plan (1883), designated a Canadian Water 

Landmark in 1984 by the American Water Works Association and a Historic Civil 

Engineering Site in 2018 by the Canadian Society for Civil Engineering. 

- Old Government House (1828), a National and Provincial Historic Site, the 

Official Residence, offices and public spaces of New Brunswick’s Lieutenant 

Governor is located on Woodstock Road on the approach to Victoria Circle. 

- Greenspace and parkland is a prominent feature along Woodstock Road on the 

approach to Victoria Circle with Wilmot Park, Odell Park, and views of the Saint 

John River.   

 

Artwork Consideration 

There is no imposed medium for this public art.  Candidates should bear in mind 

this is a major gateway to the City’s historic and cultural downtown and is an 

action item of the City Centre Plan. 
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Technical Aspects of the Site 

- there will be five entry points into the traffic circle 

- there will be no pedestrian access to the public art piece and thought should be 

given to how this can be discouraged 

- there will be no water service to the site 

- the finished grade within the circle will be one metre higher than the mountable 

apron. This may include a raised wall around the centre of the traffic circle as part 

of the final design. 

- there will be an apron of stamped concrete around the centre of the traffic circle 

- the centre of the traffic circle will be a raised mound 

- the centre of the traffic circle will be landscaped for safety and aesthetics 

 

Other practical considerations include: 

- ease and cost of maintenance 

- snow removal from the road during winter 

- snow removal from the public art piece will not be possible 

- durability, ability to withstand the elements, and sand and salt during winter 

- vulnerability to vandalism 

- the piece will be illuminated to make it visible at night and through the seasons so 

thought should be given to lighting design. The artist will collaborate with staff to 

design lighting. 

- thought should be given to landscape features as the artist will work with City 

staff to design landscaping. 

 

Budget 

The total budget available to the artist/artist team, inclusive of all expenses is 

$125,000.  The budget must be inclusive of all costs including but not limited to 

artist fees, studio overhead, artwork fabrication, travel, transportation and 

installation of artwork, taxes, and general liability insurance in the amount of two 

million dollars. The City of Fredericton will be responsible for the reasonable cost 

of the engineer-designed base construction as part of the traffic circle construction.  

 

Artist Selection Process and Criteria 

 

The selection process will include a Selection Panel and will be carried out in two 

stages.  The Selection Panel will include a curator, a visual artist, an architect, a 
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member of the Downtown Fredericton Business Association, and a technical 

member of staff (landscape architect, Manager of Heritage and Urban Design). 

 

The panel will review all submissions and shortlist up to three artist/artist teams 

who will be invited to provide a detailed concept with sketches or maquette, 

budget, timeline, and other relevant information.  Each of the shortlisted 

artists/artist teams will receive a fee to complete this phase. 

 

Upon review of the short-listed submissions, the Selection Panel will recommend 

one artist/artist team for the project.  The Selection Panel reserves the right not to 

award the commission. 

 

Phase 1 - Expression of Interest with Qualifications, portfolio, one-page initial 

concept indicating materials, rough sketch, references from recent commission. 

 

Submissions will be reviewed, and decisions made based on: 

- compliance with Public Art Call requirements 

- previous artistic experience, based on supplied resume and images 

- appropriateness of the applicants artistic medium and style for this project site 

- potential for distinctive, site specific outcome 

 

Phase 2 - Shortlist with detailed design, maquette, budget, timeline and other 

relevant information.  Stipend will be provided. 

 

Submissions will be reviewed, and decisions made based on:  

- appropriateness of the concept and design for the site 

- artist/artist team’s ability to work co-operatively with members of the design 

team 

- references 

 

Eligibility 

This Public Art Call is open to local, regional and national professional artists or 

artist teams with proven experience working on site specific public art projects of a 

similar scale.  The successful artist(s) will be required to work with members of the 

Project Design Team as required within established technical and maintenance 

parameters, and to ensure the base is designed so that it can be constructed during 

the traffic circle construction. 
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Submission Requirements 

Artists are asked to submit the information listed below on one PDF Acrobat 

format file, no more that 50MB as they will be presented to the selection panel 

projected on a screen. 

 

- a one-page letter outlining the artist’s conceptual approach to the project 

including materials and rough sketch. 

- a current resume 

- up to 12 images of previous works with corresponding artwork title, date, 

medium, location and value 

- contact information for three professional references who have worked with you 

in the past 

 

Timeline 

February 8, 2019 – posting circulated.  

March 22 – deadline for submissions, Phase 1. 

Late March – Early April – selection process review and short listing. 

Mid April – short listed artists notified, asked to submit detailed design. 

Mid May – detailed design concepts due. 

Mid-late May – committee selects design. 

Late May – contract awarded and implemented.  

May/June – artist works with engineer to design base. 

June 2019 – June 2020 - artist fabricates piece. 

Summer 2019 – traffic circle constructed and sculpture base to be installed. 

July 2020 – installation of piece. 

 

Submission Deadline 

Submission Deadline:  Friday, March 22, 2019 at midnight. 

 

Contact 

bids@fredericton.ca 

 


